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SNGU TYPE: GENERAL

SNGU NUMBER: 2023001

*** GENERAL MESSAGE TO ALL GALILEO USERS ***

TESTING ACTIVITIES ON GSAT-0202 AND GSAT-0201

Galileo users are notified that starting from the 2nd of May 2023, E5 signal broadcast by the GSAT-0201 will be also part of the testing activities.

Similarly to GSAT-0202, the health status of the SIS broadcast by GSAT-0201 will remain unaltered, i.e. set to “Unhealthy” (please, refer to NAGU#2021008 and Service Notice#5). For details about the SIS health statuses and their meaning, users are invited to refer to the published OS SDD.

In case of any questions, users are invited to contact the GSC HelpDesk.